1200 GMT 1. REPORT ON PEOPLE GOING TO HOMETOWNS FOR CHUSOK, NOTES TRAFFIC SITUATION. (VIDEO)
1202 GMT 2. REPORT ON SITUATION OF TICKETS FOR TRAINS, EXPRESS BUSES FOR PEOPLE GOING TO HOMETOWNS FOR CHUSOK. (VIDEO)
1204 GMT 3. REPORT ON MEASURES TO TAKE FOR POSSIBLE ACCIDENTS DURING CHUSOK, NOTES HOSPITALS, PHARMACIES THAT WILL BE OPEN. (VIDEO)
1206 GMT 4. REPORT ON VARIOUS SALES PROMOTIONS OF GIFTS FOR CHUSOK BY DEPARTMENT STORES. (VIDEO)
1208 GMT 5. FRANCE GOES AHEAD WITH NUCLEAR TEST. (VIDEO)
1209 GMT 6. COUNTRIES THROUGHOUT WORLD STRONGLY CRITICIZE FRANCE FOR NUCLEAR TEST. (VIDEO)
1212 GMT 7. PRESIDENT KIM HOLDS MEETING WITH CARDINAL KIM.
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UNESCO SECRETARY GENERAL. (VIDEO, YONHAP, SK0609095795)
1213 GMT 8. REPORT ON FINAL INVESTIGATION OF SEOUL EDUCATION
COMMITTEE BRIBERY INCIDENT. (VIDEO)
1214 GMT 9. REPORT ON FAMOUS RESTAURANT WHICH USED IMPORTED
BEEF RATHER THAN KOREAN BEEF. (VIDEO)
1215 GMT 10. REPORT ON ILLEGAL SELLING OF WIRE TAPPING
EQUIPMENTS. (VIDEO)
1218 GMT 11. REPORT ON EYE DISEASE WHICH IS CURRENTLY
SPREADING. (VIDEO)
1220 GMT 12. REPORT ON TAX POLICY WHICH HAS NO CONSISTENCY.
(VIDEO)
1221 GMT 13. REPORT ON TODAY'S ACTIVITIES AT WORLD WOMEN'S
CONGRESS IN BEIJING. (VIDEO)
1223 GMT 14. REPORT ON PICTURE OF UFO WHICH WAS RECENTLY SHOT.
(VIDEO)
1225 GMT 15. RUSSIA TO ABOLISH MILITARY TREATY WITH NORTH.
(VIDEO, SK0609093995)
1227 GMT 16. POSSIBILITY OF MEETING BETWEEN PRESIDENT KIM, KIM
TAE-CHUNG UNCLEAR. (VIDEO)
1229 GMT 17. STRICT MEASURES TO BE TAKEN ON PRIOR CAMPAIGN
MOVEMENTS BY CENTRAL ELECTION MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE. (VIDEO)
1231 GMT 18. OTHER MISCELLANEOUS NEWS MEETING OF FOUR FLOOR
LEADERS OF RULING, OPPOSITION PARTIES; NORTH REVEALS DAMAGES DUE TO
FLOOD TODAY, SAYS THIS IS DIFFERENT FROM INVESTIGATIONS MADE BY
UNITED NATIONS. (VIDEO)